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Let’s get Motivated
Because you create the best when
you’re at the top of your game.

go live on them. Ideas,
creativity, and production
take time - there’s no
doubt about how much
is involved in launching
your idea. That said,
there is also no reason
that you need to continue
sitting on your incredible
domain and idea in 2019.

Being an entrepreneur
comes with its own set
of
challenges.
When
Aunt Hilda is constantly
calling to inquire about
your relationship status,
your career, and your
living situation, it can feel
overwhelming to discuss
your plans and how you’ll
achieve your goals. When
you’re an entrepreneur
or business owner with a
vision, your attempts to
convince other people of
your plans can seem futile.
It’s easy to lose sight of
why you started in the
first place and keep the
motivation going yearafter-year. Here at Hover,
we see many domains that
take way too long to see
a website and business

We are going to get the
pros to inspire your
career journey by letting
you into the trials and
tribulations of their own.
Each of the business
owners interviewed are
just like you: people with
talent, brilliance, and
one heck of an idea that
took only a small push
of inspiration to go live!
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Why are you here?
Why are you here is not
intended to be an existential
question. This is meant for
you to step back and answer
some questions about your
business idea. Why did you
think of this idea in the first
place? Why did you buy the
domain name? Figure out the
root of why this vision for your
business matters so much to
you and why you see a future
in it. Our founders all started
their companies for different
reasons, but the root of most
is because they experienced
a gap in the market and they
decided that they would be the
ones to fill it.

quick. You pictured a new life
where you ran your company
into success. Maybe it’s a brickand-mortar filled to the brim
with handmade products and
lines of customers. Maybe it’s
an ecommerce shop constantly
selling out. Your idea filled
you with drive and excitement
and you couldn’t wait to get
started (and your cool domain
name was just the beginning!).
Though the inspiration is the
starting point, you can’t snap
your fingers and launch a
legitimate business. You need
to really push yourself and
let that original inspiration
power you through the most
challenging aspects of actually
starting and running your own
company. We’ll let you in on
how other business owners do
it.

Your original business idea
came out of no where. It had
you running to the computer
to snatch your domain name up

Your domain name acts as a
springboard for nearly every
manner of your business’s
branding. The choices you make
will cascade as your business
grows, so be thoughtful and
deliberate from the get-go.
RYAN ARRUDA | BSDS.CO
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MISHA DE-STROYEV
de-stroyev.com
Misha De-Stroyev is an award-winning
commercial and sports photographer. While
his career in photography has been a varied
path, he believes true success comes from
focus, being ahead of the curve, and having a
unique element to your work.
Most people would say something along the
lines of, “photography allows me to capture
what I feel inside.” (laughs) It’s lame, but it’s true
to a certain point. It shows our perspective
of the world. I think what photography
does is it allows me to connect with people.
Whether it’s commercial or reportage, I cross
a boundary that not a lot of people can in a
normal conversation with someone. It allows
me to really enter a person’s world. I can flow
in it, swim in it, get the feel of it, and then try
and capture it, and hopefully be successful in
capturing their essence. Photography allows
me to be creative and have a concept and an
idea. People work around my idea and turn it
into a reality. This is what photography with
post-production is - when everything comes
together. In recent years, people and the
connection I create are very important to me.
My career as a photographer has been all
over the place, but now I’m in the world of
commercial photography. I focus mainly on
commercial sports photography. I’ve been
doing it for three years, so not too long. I shoot
sports because I love capturing the movement
of the subject and I’m a huge sports fan so I
could merge these two worlds of photography
and sports together. I get to meet interesting
athletes and take action photos of them, and voila! That’s what I continue to do right now as
well as run my agency. I founded the agency,
Alter-view, three years ago. It’s centred around
commercial and advertising photography
(like the sports photography I do). I represent
photographers and find them jobs across Europe
and Russia. We work in 5 countries to date.
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Make your Idea into a Reality

1 2
34
WRITE IT OUT

I had to start from scratch
learning the entire process of
making and printing a newspaper.
I made a lot of phone calls to
people who have worked in the
newspaper industry for years,
and asked a lot of probably dumb
questions. But I learned a lot and
loved getting to dive deep on a
subject that very few millennials
get to learn about.
Branden Harvey | Good Good Good

Figure out your angle. Some
people call this the unfair
advantage or your hook. If you
can isolate what you can offer
that no one else can, focus on
growing that. Setting yourself
apart is hard, but critical, in
crowded markets.

It’s impossible to start any type of
business or plan without actually
writing things down. It’s very
easy to believe that you have it
all planned out in your head, but
small things will start to change
or be forgotten and this will
cause problems later on. Start
documenting your business plans,
make rough drafts, second drafts,
refine your idea until you have a
solid plan.
Kyle Tryon | TechSquid TV

Just start. Too many people
overthink the mechanics of the
business. Just actually ship or
launch. Start small and iterate
along the way. We are all making it
up as we go.

GO FOR IT

KNOW YOUR ANGLE

ASK QUESTIONS

Follow these steps to make your business idea into a concrete plan
that will allow you to launch with focus.

Stephen Hackett | Relay FM
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TAMDING TSETAN
tibetantattoo.ink
Tamding Tzsetan is the world’s first Tibetan Tattoo
Artist who brought his talent to the United States
and opened a shop in the United States. He has been
featured in many tattoo publications and has a unique
angle to his art. Tamding has shared his story of what
(and who!) was involved in launching his company. He
let Top Level Design share his journey.
I worked as a modern artist, relief painter and music
teacher. While living there I opened a hairdressing salon.
This was the first modern hairdressing salon opened by
a Tibetan. It was also whilst I was at Norbulingka that I
opened my first tattoo shop. The skills required to be a
relief painter – being able to paint a long line steadily,
for example – are similar to those required for tattooing
so these two skills went well together. I had actually
started tattooing whilst I was part of the Akupema
group. A friend in the group had created a tattoo on my
arm painstakingly using a needle, and I had had the idea
that it would be much better if there could be a machine
to create the tattoo. So, I began working on a machine.
The machine I eventually made comprised pieces from
a cassette tape and ballpoint pen, and the battery pack
from a keyboard and needles which I could change. And
a lot of electrical tape. I began tattooing on the side using
this home-made machine whilst I was at Norbulingka.
For a while I didn’t make tattoos but with the help of
a friend from the USA, Serena, I bought professional
equipment and opened a shop. In the beginning I didn’t
know how to use the modern tattooing equipment. I
learnt from Philip, a tattooist from Chicago who visited
Dharamsala, and also from Claudia Fanti, another
tattooist from Brazil. It was at this time that I also
bought my first computer – for 3000 rs! I’d never used
a computer before. After some time, I had made enough
money by designing and selling T-shirts to invest in
more expensive and better quality tattooing equipment,
which is what I use today. (Today, vice versa is true – the
tattoo money allows me to make better designed and
better quality T-shirts!) My tattooing business is now
very popular, and through my tattoos I have met people
from all over the world. My work was recently featured
in the London-based magazine Total Tattoo (May 2012
issue) and the German magazine Tätowier (March 2012
issue). I’ve also featured in the New York magazine Ink.
07
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How to Launch
Launching is admittedly the trickiest and
most time-consuming part of any business
plan. While it’s easy enough to come up with
a cool new product, app, or store it can be
quite the task to actually put something out
there that’s tangible.
Planning and committing to your timelines
and goals are the keys to succeeding in this
arena. Once you have hit your stride and
solidified your goals, it’s much easier to start
creating the necessary pieces that achieve
those goals. If you need to learn something
or connect with someone in order to launch
properly, the Internet is always there to help
- and it offers many free resources!
The biggest piece of advice that nearly
every entrepreneur gives us with regards to
launching is to just go for it. There will never
be a perfect time, a perfect amount of money,
or a perfect product. Changes will always
happen along the way, so now is the time to
simply make it real.

We live in an awesome time
where anyone with a computer
and internet access can take
their idea and learn absolutely
everything they need to.
KYLE TRYON | TECHSQUID.TV
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BRANDEN HARVEY
goodgoodgood.co
Branden Harvey is the founder of
Good Good Good. He shares with
Hover how he manages a huge brand
determined on spreading positivity
and the good in the world.
Branden lives by the mantra of
looking for the helpers. He works
hard to share stories of good deeds
and brilliant, caring individuals
through his quarterly newspaper,
the Goodnewspaper and his weekly
newsletter, the Goodnewsletter. Aside
from delivering good news to your
physical and digital mailbox, he spends
his time interviewing truly incredible
people on his podcast, Sounds Good,
and highlighting stories from the
world’s helpers through Good Good
Good’s social platforms.
What is the number one step a person
can take to get their own business off
the ground?
Plan ahead, be thoughtful, but then
just start. Bring your business to life
and figure it out along the way. We’ve
made so many shifts and changes
since we started Good Good Good
and I never could have anticipated
half of them before we began getting
to work. I had to start from scratch
learning the entire process of making
and printing a newspaper. I made a
lot of phone calls to people who have
worked in the newspaper industry
for years, and asked a lot of probably
dumb questions. But I learned a lot and
loved getting to dive deep on a subject
that very few millennials get to learn
about. I got to be there at the printing
press when the first issue came off the
presses. It felt so incredible to be able
to tangibly hold good news.
09
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How to Launch your Business
CREATE A BRAND

1 2
34
Your business plan will be the
key to keeping you on track
throughout the launch. It’s easy
to lose sight of your original
goals or plans for the company,
but with your plan written out
and available, you’ll be able to
constantly refer to it and shape
your short- and long-term goals
around it.

SHARE THE NEWS

BUILD THE WEBSITE

MAKE A PLAN

Follow these steps to turn your business idea into a
concrete plan.

The website will be key to
informing people of your
company and attracting
whichever target market you’re
aiming for. Even if your website
is minimal or mostly serves to
link out to the main focus of your
online brand (say, a YouTube
channel or an Instagram page),
you will still benefit from having
a basic, yet informative, landing
page to direct your audience to.

010

This marketing effort will play a
big role in your future interactions
with customers and the direction
you go with many initiatives. You
need brand beliefs and a target
market to know how to best shape
your entire brand’s look and feel.

Share that new domain name
around and get your website and
idea spread. Friends and family
can be big supporters in the
beginning, but you’ll need to invest
outside of your direct circle to get
the return you’re looking for. You
need to share your idea around
across all platforms and mediums
thats make sense to your business
and audience. You may need to
attract customers, investors,
partners or all of the above.
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JEANNIE
McGILLIVRAY
remote.online

of your own, make sure you get the
‘right people on the bus’. If everyone on
the business isn’t pushing in the same
direction, it’ll make your work twice as
hard.

Jeannie McGillivray is the managine
director for remote.online. She
shared wtih Radix the process
behind launching this company.

5. Imagine where you’d ideally like your
company to be in 5 years. Once you figure
that out, start working on it right away –
you’ll find that your thoughts and ability
to take decisions will change and it will
help in your overall progress.

4. Keep looking at your business from an
efficiency perspective. What’s slowing
you down or holding you back the most?
Work on easing that bottleneck, and then
look again – repeat, often!

We applied for a Prince’s Trust
business start-up grant in 1999 to
get a record label off the ground. We
created a website for it and a music
magazine that was interviewing us
about upcoming releases liked our site
and asked if we’d make one for them,
and it snowballed from there. What
was going to be Remote Recordings
became Remote New Media and we
never looked back.

“
Know your
bigger
vision.
”

Could you share 5 top tips with
budding web designers/software
developers that are about to start
out in the freelance business? What
must they keep in mind before
starting out?
1. Make sure you’re clear about ‘Why’
you want to start out on your own.
Money isn’t enough to keep your focus
sustained for any length of time. Know
your bigger vision.
2. Learn to value the beginner’s mind.
No matter how good you think you are
and what accomplishments you make,
keep a thirst for learning and growth.
3. If you start to take on employees

011
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Rewards and Challenges
When you are about to push your business
idea out into the world, you often have a
lot of expectations for it. Your company is
personal and important to you. You hope
it will succeed and attract a huge array of
customers and maybe even become one of
those Silicon Valley unicorns that receives
millions in funding. You believe in it to the
utmost extreme and you are crossing your
fingers that others see the vision you do.
Having high hopes for your company is a
good thing, but it’s important to remember
that not all days will be good. There will be
challenges and roadblocks and you may even
feel like quitting at times. You are not alone
- every entrepreneur goes through ups and
downs in their journey! Read on to see how
one expert podcaster and author handles
the good and the bad days and how you can
find meaning in your work, no matter the
challenges you face.

Success takes time. Very few
people roll out of bed on the third
day of their company and walk
into success. You very often have
to build the house one small brick
at a time.
STEPHEN HACKETT | RELAY.FM
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JOCELYN K. GLEI
hurryslowly.co
Hover interviewed Jocelyn K. Glei.
Jocelyn is a podcaster, author, and
business owner who understands the
unique challenges of launching yourself
off the ground and has stellar advice
for anyone looking to do the same.
Delve into Jocelyn’s Hurry Slowly brand
and learn how finding meaning in your
work is key to being happy with what
you produce and what you do.
How do you find meaning in your work?
There’s a quote I like from the author
Clayton
Christensen
that
goes:
“Questions are places in your mind
where answers fit. If you haven’t asked
the question, the answer has nowhere to
go. It hits your mind and bounces right
off. You have to ask the question — you
have to want to know — in order to open
up the space for the answer to fit.”

about how I do it called how to feel progress.
What is the most rewarding aspect of
working for yourself?
Total freedom, of course. I like to have
complete control over what I devote my
energy to. But this necessarily comes with
total responsibility. So you have to be ready
for both if you want the freedom!
Decide what opportunities you’re going to
say yes to, and what opportunities you’re
going to say no to. And stick to your guns.

“

For me finding meaning has to do with
constantly questioning and reframing
my work. Asking questions like:

TOTAL
FREEDOM
IS TOTAL

1. Is the way that I’m spending my time
aligned with my goals?
2. How much time am I spending on
maintaining existing projects versus
building new things?
3. What feels like a project that would be a
little scary to take on? That would require
some stretching of my current skills?

RESPONSIBILITY.

”

What is the most difficult aspect of
working for yourself?
That’s easy, creating accountability and
staying motivated. I wrote an article
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Build for an Audience
Build it and they will come. This sentiment
exists for a reason: you need to build
something your audience wants or needs.
You may have worked in an industry or field
for years and noticed a gap. You may be in
customer service for a brand and notice a
consistent complaint. You may be frustrated
with the limited use of a product you rely on
regularly. These patterns spark initial ideas
and help you decide how to best build your
product or business around your audience’s
needs.
Many entrepreneurs start a company out
of a personal need for a certain thing or
because they’ve noticed a need amongst
a group of people. Do your research to be
sure you will achieve product market fit and
remember to continually source feedback
from customers. Never be afraid to pivot or
change based on your customers’ experience
with your creation. Some of the best and
biggest companies today are not at all what
they started as, but they succeeded because
they listened to their audience.

See if people are complaining
about something missing in your
field of activity. If your searches
overlap and go the way you
expect, you can have a more
direct approach.
PHILLIPPE LOPES PINTO | STARGAZERS.SPACE
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Blake Janover
home.loans

What’s the big idea behind home.
loans? Who is your target customer?
What is the unmet need?
Real estate financing can be
complicated, or perhaps it’s simple
but there’s a whole lot to know.
First-time home buyers walk into the
process and feel overwhelmed – but
it doesn’t have to be like that. We are
targeting your typical home buyers/
owners – the kinds of people who do
NOT have a specialized education in
finance. They need a loan, they want
to understand their options – all of
them – and they don’t want to spend
six months figuring it all out, nor
do they want to visit a website or
lender that’s going to push an agenda
(or loan) on them. Before home.
loans, home buyers could go to the
Internet to research their options,
but the information overload is
overwhelming. There’s a lot of data
out there, but it’s very, very difficult
to understand what it all means and
even more difficult to organize all of
it into something intelligible.

Blake Janover is the founder and CEO
of home.loans, a website that helps
people understand their home loans.
He spoke with Donuts about why he
started his business and the main
goals behind the company.

Our goal at home.loans is to provide
simple, plain-English information
and resources about home loans
in an easy-to-navigate format. We
want to present home buyers with
all their options without pushing
them in any one direction. We are
building something transparent
and comprehensive. One of the first
things we did was hire some great
team-members who aren’t experts
on home finance and we worked
together to get everyone educated
so that the message can come from
regular non-Wall Street folks: plain
talk.
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MICHAEL & HANDAN KUGLER
vacation.rentals
Michael and Kandan are a husband-andwife duo that run vacation.rentals. Donuts
spoke with the founders about their launch
from business idea to online branding.

customer service and experience. How
easy does the listing “flow”? Does it make
sense? Is the information relevant and
useful? We have conducted tests for the
past two months with varying results for
ease of use. There have been times when
my coders and I would have discussions on
Slack about which method felt most natural
and then vote on a winner. Lots of trial to
eliminate the errors.

Tell us about the launch and the traffic:
Everyone always hopes for a quick launch
but it is surprising when it actually
happens. Without question, the site took
off significantly faster than we were
ready for, honestly. Probably the most
astonishing part of all was how wide and
varied the search terms people were using
to find us. Some of them we planned on;
others just happened.

Advertising will soon start through both
radio and social media for select markets.
We are looking into affiliate marketing,
enhanced customer interactions with
homeowners and speaking to interested
companies who would like to do focused
marketing on our site.

We knew that property owners deserved
a better option, so we decided to create
a website that addressed those challenges
head-on, by offering them a better way
to market their properties online—and
offering vacationers a better way to find
their next vacation lodging.

Is there anything you worry about?
Yes, of course! We want to build a great
website and we want to deliver on our
promises. When you start a business, every
single move you make matters a great deal.
Handan and I know this, and so we’re trying
to move as quickly as we can while still
meeting or exceeding every expectation. It’s
nerve wracking, but also really exhilarating.
As we move into critical mass phase, we
intend to layer on the scale to support
our growth. That scale is about technical
infrastructure, but it’s also about ensuring
that every property owner and every
prospective lodger has a great experience
with us. We take our commitments seriously,
so we recognize how important it is for us
to deliver consistently great service.

It turns out that my wife and I weren’t the
only ones with enthusiasm for this idea.
I enlisted my former boss, Marshall Hart,
and we formed an LLC called VacaRent.
The other partners in VacaRent are:
William Whelpley, ITM Investments, Kalus
Enterprises, and Jim and Wendy Sherrill.
We all think this is a big business idea and
Vacation.Rentals is just the beginning.
What are some of your near-term plans
for your business?
Honestly, right now our emphasis is on
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Create an Online Brand
Your brand doesn’t stop at the creation
of an idea and a business plan. There is a
lot of consistent time and effort that you
must dedicate to the your online branding
initiatives in order to achieve your goals and
maintain a dedicated following and audience.
When considering an online brand, what
immediately comes to mind? Perhaps
you imagine engaging with customers in
Instagram comments, or you picture your
product being announced on Tech Crunch’s
website, or your logo splashed across
YouTube pre-rolls. While all of these are tied
to your online brand, there is a lot more to
consider when deciding your plan-of-action
to digitally market your company. Consult our
tips on the next couple pages from experts
across all fields.

Every great business that has had
an impact… started off as one
entrepreneur with an idea.
RACHEL KELLY | MAKELEMONADE.CA
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Saron Yitbarek certainly has her hands full with running CodeNewbie, hosting
Codeland, an annual conference, and running her weekly podcast. Immerse
yourself in the CodeNewbie world, all started by Saron Yitbarek. Keep up with
the CodeNewbie community in their Wednesday night Twitter chats and connect
with others just learning and those well-versed in code and tech. Twitter, events,
and her brand help build and maintain the Code Newbie community.
What is the number one step a person can take to get their own business of the
ground?
To actually start the business part of the business. There are a lot of parts of
getting a business off the ground that are fun to do, like designing a logo and
telling your friends and deciding on a company name. People spend a lot of time
doing that and drag their feet when it comes to the most important parts, like
making an actual sale, talking to real customers, creating contracts. The first step
is recognizing that not all tasks are created equal, and to focus on the parts of
starting a business that are actually about the business.
What is the best piece of advice you’ve given or received?
My favorite piece of advice ever given to me was “punch your feelings in the
face.” It was a piece of advice given to me by my husband years ago when I was
complaining about being too scared to do something new. I was nervous, I was
freaking out, and my husband said to me, “You should just punch your feelings
in the face.” It was his shorthand way of saying that sometimes, it’s helpful to dig
into your feelings and understand where they’re coming from, and other times,
you just need to do the thing you’re scared of regardless of how it makes you feel.
It’s made me view my own fears differently. Sometimes, there’s good reason to be
scared. Other times, you just need to punch that fear in the face and do it anyway.
I loved it so much, I wrote a whole talk called “Punching your feelings in the face.”
018
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ANDREW LEKASHMAN
kono.store
Kono.store collaborates with the
best designers, inventors, and
enthusiasts from around the world
to develop brilliant keyboards for
an enhanced typing experience.
The founder, Andrew Lekashman,
sits down with Radix to share how
his company came to be and what
makes it unique to competitors.

metal frame, custom compact layout
with designer keycaps made with
specially engineered plastics. The
switches underneath that determine
how it feels were carefully selected
and in some instances designed
by the team at Input Club to make
typing a smooth and delightful.

Kono is a keystone commerce
company.
It
primarily
offers
high-quality products that have
a community or an ecosystem
surrounding them. We founded
Kono with the vision to make it a
perfect place for people to discover
products with depth, like Input
Club’s fully programmable open
source mechanical keyboards.
In biology, a keystone species is an
integral part of supporting the entire
ecosystem, and we constantly try to
re-create this concept within our
marketplace.
What makes Kono’s products
unique? How are Kono’s products
making typing a more pleasant
experience?
Kono doesn’t necessarily stock
unique products, it is more about
discovering the connections between
products. The keyboards available
on Kono are often very difficult to
find elsewhere and are selected for
their specific properties and quality.
The WhiteFox, for example, is an all-
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Tips from the Experts
Our experts know what’s up when it comes to acing
and amplifying your online brand. Check out what you
need to do so that your brand can succeed online.

FIND A NAME AND DOMAIN
Maybe we’re a bit partial to this one but every company needs a name and that name needs to have its own domain
name. Choosing a name is no easy feat and will stick with your company, so it’s likely your first big challenge.
“Before diving into a thesaurus, determine what goals and the types of people you’re trying to reach with your
brand and its name.”
Andrea Pace | Marketing Strategist, Eighty-Eight
“An unwieldy domain name is going to cause functional and aesthetic issues for you. If your domain is
cumbersome, not only may your audience have difficult finding you out there or remembering you—but your
designers will break into a cold sweat trying to work your URL onto business cards, letterhead, signage, banner
ads, car clings, name tags, packaging, or swag items.”
Ryan Arruda | Founder, Bay State Design Shop
“Selecting a domain name is very important because it’s a business’ first impression, it affects SEO, and defines
a brand. When selecting a domain name it’s important to keep the domain short & simple. It should be easy
to pronounce and type. Stay away from words that are homophones like four and for or numbers like 4 or four
since it causes confusion when typing a domain name. It’s always good practice to use keywords that your
business would be targeted for but it’s more important for your domain name to be “brandable” over something
generic… think Nike versus shoesbyjayinhouston.com. Aim for 6 to 14 characters for your domain name. Take
advantage of domain name generators!”
Jay Motwani | VP of Sales, Volusion

CREATE A BRAND
To build a brand, you need to create guidelines that your company will live by. Within these guidelines lives your
logo, colours, voice, and pillars of beliefs. To create these guidelines, you need to understand what your brand is
trying to convey with each of its elements. From there, you get to create who your company will be.
“Start by deciding what you’re trying to convey with your logo and always remember that the best logos are the
ones that are simple and instantly recognizable.”
Andrea Pace | Marketing Strategist, Eighty-Eight

SEEK OUT YOUR AUDIENCE
Everyone’s audience lives on different channels. You need to find the best ones to reach your specific target
market and engage with them on a regular basis. If you’re pre-launch, still create your social channels, start some
marketing that’ll get people excited about your company, and get ready to announce your website as it goes live.
This will start you off with some hype and organic traffic, as well as an interested customer-base.
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GO LIVE
You need to take the big step and launch that website that you have spent so long creating. It’s tempting to
continue to edit and tweak, but you need to know when it’s good enough (for now!). There will always be things to
change. Go live!
“Hosting is big part of your new website’s success, so make sure you’re using vendors that have great customer
support, reliable services, and all the features you need. Don’t forget to save a backup of your site before you go
live, just in case! Then you can rest assured that there’s a fully-working, beautiful copy of your site that’s safe
and sound. Some hosting providers even have backups built into their service, so it’s a super simple step for you
to do on launch day!”
Morgan Smith | Content Manager, Flywheel

BE A THOUGHT LEADER
Content is king and you cannot overlook the importance that good content plays in boosting your website in
search, your audience’s trust and reliance on you, and the amplification it provides to your brand overall. Sharing
your content on social is great but also reaching out to well known publications for a bit of PR can go a long way.
A unique event, cool experience, or using your expertise to write a thought leadership piece is a great way to
make your own PR.
Andrea Pace | Marketing Strategist, Eighty-Eight

CHANGE & PIVOT
When you’ve worked hard on your company, it becomes your baby. It can seem like a travesty to have to deviate
from the original idea of the company, but it’s far from being so. If customers are providing you feedback to
work on, that means they’re interested in what you’ve created and they want to see it grow. Always listen to your
customers and don’t be afraid of change or of pivoting entirely.
“If I have one piece of advice for aspiring entrepreneurs, it’s that anything is possible if you’re willing to put
the time into it and if you’re willing to pivot. Test things as much as you can to make small iterations. There
isn’t a silver bullet to success but success can be found through a thousand tweaks. Perfection is the enemy
of progress. Don’t spend too much time trying to get one thing perfect. A business’ biggest challenge will be
finding your first customer. Best way to overcome this is by being realistic with yourself, working hard, and
being willing to make changes. If it makes sense for your business, then take advantage of social. Overall, the
key to success is hard work. Nothing comes easy.. if it were easy, then everyone in the world would be trying
to do it. Have a strong foundation and plan that can be iterated upon.”
Jay Motwani | VP of Sales, Volusion

KEEP GOING
Running your business will be full of ups and downs. Remember why you started in the first place and take time to
give yourself breather room from your work.
“Do what you love because you’ll need every ounce of enthusiasm and energy that you have in order to
succeed. Second, everything is much harder than you anticipate, but that’s actually okay, since you won’t
discover that until it’s too late to quit. And as long as you’re passionate and enthusiastic, you can overcome the
rough patches.”
Sandra Doig Alberdi | Assistant Director of Tourism Promotion, PromPeru
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Inspiration to Guide you through
2019 & Beyond
takeaway is this: you need
to get your business off the
ground to make it real. You
owe it to yourself to achieve
the next step and take on
the simultaneously difficult
and rewarding endeavour of
running your own company.

Every entrepreneur needs
a push to keep going,
especially when things get
tough and complicated. We
hope our inspiration guide
highlights how it’s possible
to do anything. Whether you
want to launch a newspaper,
a podcast, a clothing shop,
an event for developers, a
website, a personal brand - it
doesn’t matter. We know you
can do it.

Do you have a really cool
domain
name
with
an
awesome business to go
along with it? Don’t be shy share it with us on Hover’s
social media channels. We
love seeing what incredible
entrepreneurs come up with.
On the following pages we
have a workbook for you to
help you push your company
goals forward.

We hope our guide will
continue to inspire you to
do
something
awesome
with your domain name.
There are plenty of talented
entrepreneurs, cool domains,
and awesome ideas behind
every business but the main

Work hard and be nice to people.
You’ll be amazed at how many
opportunities will come your way.
JEFF SHELDON | UGMONK.COM
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THE ENTREPRENEUR’S
“GET LAUNCHED”
WORKBOOK
Fo l l ow t he s t ep s i n t hi s wor k book t o pro perly
o u t l i n e your g oa l s , bus i nes s p l a n, a nd timeline.
G et yo u r com p a ny l i v e onl i ne a nd s t a rt running
your ow n com pa ny t od ay!

PEOPLE OFTEN ASK IF THEY’RE
CUT OUT FOR ‘LEADERSHIP’.
THING IS, YOU DECIDE THAT FOR
YOURSELF. IT’S NOT SOME SPECIAL
TALENT, VISION, STRENGTH, OR
PERSONALITY. LEADERSHIP IS THE
ELIMINATION OF UNCERTAINTY.
LIGHT A PATH SO OTHERS CAN
FOLLOW. IF YOU’RE WILLING TO DO
THAT, THEN YES, YOU ARE.
SHAHARRIS | hackernest.com
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THE ENTREPRENEUR’S
TO-DO LIST
You r La u n ch Li s t P ull fro m t h e lis t t o t he l e f t o r ad d yo u r own
t o -d o s t h at need t o be cove red i n o rd e r t o
launc h yo ur co m p any an d s u cceed !

Hove r ’s Launch Lis t Ever y bus ine s s wil l have s l ig ht ly d if fe re nt
n eeds, but the s e a re the b a s i c s t o kee p in
mi n d w h e n l aunching a new co m pa ny.
Solid if y Bus ines s Id ea
Outline Goals of Compa ny
C ompany Name
Dom ain Name
Dom ain E m ail
Social Med ia Channel Ha n dl es
F i nd your Target Mar ket
Logo
Brand Colours
Brand Voice
Web s ite Des ign
Web s ite and B log Cont ent
Focus on SEO
Hos ting Prov id er
Go Live!
Announce on Social Cha n n el s
Send to Fr iend s & Fam ily
Inves t in Ad vertis ing
C reate Partners hip s
Reach out to Influence rs
News & PR Announcem ent s
Li s ten to Cus tom er Feedback
P i vot and Change
Keep Going!
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THE ENTREPRENEUR’S
DAILY GOALS
What are your main goals for each day? Outline the big goals on your daily calendar.
Example: Maybe you want to dedicate one day entirely to creating your brand
guidelines. Use that overarching goal to determine what steps and to-dos you will
need to complete that day.

M O N DAY

T U E SDAY

WE D NE SDAY

T H U R SDAY

F R I DAY

SAT U R DAY

!
x
a
l
re
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THE ENTREPRENEUR’S
DAILY STEPS
For each of your day’s main goals, outline the individual steps necessary to
achieve what you need to.
Example: If your goal is to write all website and blog content, your steps may
be to perform keyword and trending topic research, implement SEO tactics,
reach out to friends to author blog pieces, and take on one website page at a
time. Repeat this step-by-step process for each day’s goals.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

STEP 7

STEP 8
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